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Using CANopen instead of analog signals
Analog signal paths are still widely used in new installations. Does that really
make sense anymore? Analog signaling is outdated when it comes to accuracy,
dependability, diagnostics, and manageability.

T

he required dependability of communication increases
rapidly when higher control performance is required.
The adoption of telemetry, remote monitoring, and controls also requires a higher communication dependability, because no human operators exist as local backups.
Especially IoT (Internet of Things) applications need to
receive accurate and correct information. If the information
is incorrect or inaccurate, it is not just useless and wastes
analytics services, it is also, most probably, misleading for
future decisions.
Traditional instrumentation based on analog signaling
is outdated in many areas. Thanks to the fact that it is the
traditional approach, there is a lot of reliable information
available. Reliability also applies to the system assembly
and service, wherever increasing efficiency requirements
expect faster throughput and better quality. Efficiency
means not only automated actions, but also smaller numbers of corrections as an integral part of the assembly and
service work.

Sensing accuracy
A detailed analysis of the sensing accuracy difference
between analog sensors and CANopen sensors has
already been published [1]. The provided accuracy
numbers apply only for the best-case conditions, where
the analog signal path is in perfect condition. Typical
low-cost pressure transmitters provide a digital
linearization. After this, the additional DA (digital-analog)
and AD (analog-digital) conversions in the analog
instrumentation introduce additional inaccuracies caused
by a quantization noise [2]. However, the weakest point
in the analog instrumentation is the signal path from the
sensor, over the cabling with connectors into a consuming
device.
Analog transmitters require a supply voltage (VS)
within a special range. Transgressions of this range are only
visible by a deviated output signal. A constrained supply
voltage range often requires the use of a dedicated sensor
supply voltage instead of the main supply voltage. In some
cases, the static inaccuracy (caused e.g. by the signal path
or deviations in the input impedance of the consuming
device) may be compensated by field calibration, which
is time-consuming and sensitive to human mistakes.
Deviations caused by dynamic conditions, such as voltage
drops (caused e.g. by cranking of a diesel engine or by
large variations in power consumption of other electrics),
cannot be compensated.
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Figure 1: Practical analog sensor connection with
standard fault modes included [10], where ITX is signal
sent by the sensor and IRX signal received by the
consuming device
In the example depicted in Figure 1, it can be seen
that under error conditions the sensor signal ITX may be
affected by a random set of conductances and resistances
caused by typical connection failures. Conductances and
resistances randomly result from various problems in the
connections, as the latter are exposed to varying environmental conditions. It is obvious in Equation 1 that as long
as only the shunt resistance (RS) exists in the signal line, it
works as designed. If an additional series resistance occurs
(e.g. due to corroded contacts, worn or deformed connectors), the available supply voltage is not sufficient to provide
the required voltage difference over the sensor (UPI). Only
the required UPI would enable the transmitter to drive the full
current (IRX_MAX).
VS = UPI + IRX_MAX * (RE + RF + RG + RH + RS)

(1)

CANopen transmitters typically operate in a wide supply
voltage range. There is no correlation between the supply
voltage changes and measurement accuracy. Furthermore,
any problem in the transmission line may lead to a delayed
or blocked delivery of the signal value, but not to a degradation of the accuracy.

Dependability
The CAN message structure provides numerous safeguards: CRC, fixed fields, fields affecting the message
length, and continuous monitoring of the transmitted bits
[3]. CANopen adds more safeguards, including application level monitoring of the message length, update of the
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deadline, and signal plausibility supported by the configuration management process [4]. The CAN (and also CANopen)
fault confinement mechanism provides an additional safeguard against error bursts. The availability of several nodes
in a network improves the MTTFd (mean time to failure)
further, due to the continuous monitoring of the network
by all connected nodes [5]. This leads to a minimal probability of random residual transmission errors caused by
external disturbances. The effect of such errors is minimal,
because either the next update provides the correct result
or a timeout will be detected. Layered MTTFd computation
models for CAN communication with CANopen application
layer services has proved that the probability of getting two
consecutive failed and undetected messages through the
network is extremely rare [6].
In an analog sensor, all signal paths are sensitive to the
cable length, cable failures, connection mistakes, and various connector failures (e.g. corrosion, leaked liquids, dirt inside connectors) as depicted in Figure 1. Due to a missing
packet coding, the only diagnostics feature in analog signals is the out-of-range detection. Before it makes sense
to check the signal validity, validating the sensor should be
possible. Typical analog sensors can provide only the primary signal (ITX) to the consuming device, but no informahas no possibility to validate whether the producing device
has the correct identity and the correct measurement range
or not. Thus, a scenario is possible where all redundant sensors are replaced by those with a wider range, leading to
accidentally increased safety thresholds, without any possibility for consistency checking by the control system itself.
Under certain conditions, even a missing transmitter may
not be detected in a single-channel system.
Analyzing failure distributions in mechatronic systems
shows that various wiring, cabling, and connector failures
dominate [7]. As actually required by the functional safety
standards, such conditions must be seriously considered.
It is clearly written that in addition to the inputs, logics, and
outputs, also the ”interconnection means” must be analyzed [8]. Residual error characteristics of analog signaling
and CANopen communication have been compared. The
results show that in this area the standard CANopen communication is better than the analog connection by several
magnitudes.

Diagnostics
Diagnostics capabilities may be analyzed based on Figure
1, too. It is obvious in Equation 2 that there cannot be a systematic way to determine the signal line condition by measuring the IRX only. Adding of a sensor-specific supply with
current sensing does not help either, because a random
set of conductances (GA, GB, GC, GD) might exist in parallel with the sensor connection. Such conductances represent commonly existing and well-known error scenarios,
mainly caused by the moisture in the connectors. Any external diagnostics tool might introduce deviations in the signaling, which potentially leads to inaccuracies and potentially
erroneous results.
IRX = ITX + IGA + IGB – IGC – IGD

(2)
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Extreme cases appear when an analog transmitter tries
to signal a failure condition by sending either a current less
than 4 mA or higher than 20 mA. Properly transmitted fault
condition may be transformed to a totally valid look-a-like
received process value. Furthermore, it cannot be guaranteed that such a value cannot be close enough to the actual
process value indicated by the optional additional parallel
channels (redundant measurement), typically used in oldfashioned safety controls. The sensor may also be missing
and other typical connection failures may exist in the cabling,
resulting in a totally look-a-like “valid” process value.
In CANopen systems, a standardized start-up mechanism exists that enables a detailed verification of the system structure before starting the full operation. After start-up,
persistence of the verified structure may be simply monitored based on the heartbeat (HB) protocol. Another parallel mechanism for signal validity verification is the monitoring
of signal updates via RPDO (receive process data object)
timeout monitoring. The HB provides the rough operational
state information of the producing node. The RPDO monitoring supplements the HB by providing timeliness information
of the last signal update. Each combination of boot-up, HB,
and RPDO failures provides an indication of potential error
source, as summarized in Table 1. More detailed information
may be retrieved from the object dictionaries of both (local
and remote) nodes.
In order to increase runtime operation monitoring,
CANopen provides a couple of state machines at the top
of the dependable network communication. The NMT state
machine provides a managed device start-up with consistency checks. Device profiles for electric and hydraulic
drives provide a supplemental device state machine, which
enables redundant and parallel control of the actual drive
operation [9]. For I/O-oriented profiles a simpler error state
machine exists, providing local error reaction capabilities for
the cases where communication to the host has failed. Each
CANopen network can be analyzed using an appropriate
tool and medium attachment.

Manageability
The advantages of a standardized design process have
been described in some publications [13]. It is clearly evident that the following systematic design approach results

in a significant efficiency boost in the design. In addition,
such an approach enables a streamlined assembly and
service activities by error input for such actions. Standardized information access interfaces – CANopen design
files, tool integration, and device configuration management mechanisms – are the key factors enabling error-free
assembly and service activities.
After the managed assembly and service actions, each
CANopen system start-up provides a regular and accurate consistency check. A standardized CANopen network
start-up process may consist of the system structure checking i.e. which kind of devices are installed in which position.
In the simplest case, only the appropriate device profiles
match and the most accurate configuration leads to checks
of the full identity, including serial number of each individual
device. Thus, CANopen control systems can provide intrinsic consistency checks for the entire system structure, which
only need to be used in the relevant control systems.

Reusability and maintainability
Reusability and maintainability are important factors in the
industrial way of working. Using the standardized CANopen device profiles and the device classes within the profiles, CANopen enables intrinsic second sourcing among
standard devices and replacing obsolete devices with new
ones without any changes in the application software. A
standardized design process provides required support for
managing such replacements and upgrades. Device profiles also supplement the start-up process in the flexible
part support – when only the device type is checked, any
compliant device from any vendor may be installed. This
provides easy logistics without changes in the control software and without risk of accidentally changing the system
behavior. Usage of standard device connectors and cables
enables fast and reliable physical layer assemblies.
One significant advantage of the CANopen device
profiles is that they provide standardized mechanisms for
managing signal units and scaling [12]. Especially in sensor device profiles (e.g. CiA 404), there are typically SI units
used by default. Thus, the CANopen interface forms a harmonized interface and the whole scaling and calibration
process is performed by each sensor. Such an approach
enables more extreme changes in systems, e.g. replacing a

Table 1: Simplified node state decoding based on boot, HB and RPDO status
Boot-up

Heartbeat (HB)

RPDO

No

Indication
The node does not exist in the network. Any HB or RPDO from
this node-ID is faulty.

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

The node exists, but may not be operational or may have a

Yes

Yes

Yes

The node exists, its state is known and signals received from it
are up-to-date.
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No

The node existed, but may have been lost after start-up and
The node existed, but may have been lost after start-up or a
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250-bar pressure transmitter by a 400-bar version, when a
higher pressure-peak-tolerance is required. No changes are
required in such a case, as long as the device profile specific
signaling with SI units is used. A further advantage of such
standardized signal interfaces is that calibration has been
included into the sensor itself. The main consequence is that
the vendor calibrates the sensors and the field calibration is
no longer required. This makes the sensors more cost-efficient in use.
Analog signals are often connected wire-by-wire in the
field, in order to virtually save material costs. Actually, this
increases the labor costs and decreases the manageability
by increasing the connection work effort and the number of
potential mistakes, when compared with the use of CANopen
systems [11]. Due to the large number of connectors (caused
by point-to-point connections), a risk for wrong connections
on the connector level remains anyway. The use of analog signals leads to the use of electrical units in the signal
path, instead of SI units according to the process. This introduces a significant increase in the system-instance-specific
calibration and scaling actions, decreasing the efficiency
of the assembly and service and increasing the number of
mistakes.

Discussion
The difference in accuracy is significant, mostly due to
the packet coding provided by CANopen communication.
Dependability is another key factor. Unlike analog signal-

ing, the typical behavior of CANopen communication is
fail-silent. In case of a fatal transmission-line problem, potentially invalid process values are not updated and a good
basis for reliable error handling exists. Furthermore, the
dependability of CANopen communication increases when
the number of nodes in a network increases. It is possible
to differentiate between sensor failures and transmission
line failures in a single-channel CANopen system. With
analog signaling, getting comparable accuracy and confidence requires 3-way redundant analog sensors.
Analog instrumentation is still popular, because it
looks cheap at first glance, but this is only based on the bill
of materials for the main components and by forgetting the
higher assembly labor costs and the costs of additional components. While the CANopen-networked sensing approach
consists only of sensors and network cables, the analog
sensing approach consists of sensors, I/O devices, and
cables from each individual sensor to the I/O devices as well
as the uplink connecting the devices to the application-processing platform.
Analog sensing is also commonly regarded as easyto-diagnose, which is actually not true. For example, adding
external measurements to the current loop requires a special adapter and multimeter to be added in between each
signal line. This leads to an interruption of the measurement,
unlike adding a CAN analyzer to the service connector of
a network. Even in the case of a single-channel measurement, a significant difference exists. In analog signaling, a
significant risk exists to disturb the entire measurement by
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signal transfer (PDO: process data object) with an optional
device monitoring (HB). The so-called safety systems have
been mainly implemented with the safety-relevant signal
transfer (SRDO: safety-relevant data object). Standard services with RPDO monitoring may provide a nice intermediate approach, but with much less complexity and bandwidth.
Human mistakes during assembly and maintenance are
more common than just the MTTFd of the communication
and devices. Each known case with accidentally increased
MTTFd of the communication was caused by human mistakes. Main reasons are the use of improper cabling components or an improper network structure.

Conclusions
Analog signaling was compared with CANopen communication in four main areas: accuracy, dependability, diagnostics, and manageability. It is obvious that analog signaling is outdated in all areas. The most significant area
where CANopen has significantly better characteristics
is dependability. Together with diagnostics, dependability acts as a background variable for safety performance,
which often drives the control system development. Despite these hard facts, it is amazing how often the old and
unreliable approach is used. Dependability of the latest remotely operated systems must be much higher, because
there are no human operators as backup anymore.
In addition to a more reliable communication, CANopen
enables a more efficient design process. Moving from a manual to a computer-aided design process is also strongly recommended by the safety standards. In this area, CANopen
provides excellent support by means of standardized design
information storage and exchange file formats as well as
design process. The main open question is in how many
applications the standard CANopen communication with its
built-in safeguards could be used? Becoming able to use a
simple standard communication could open easy upgrades
of outdated analog implementations.
t
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additionally connected stuff. There exists also a significant
difference in the signal visualization – analog measurement
is typically done in mA, which must be transformed into
SI units specific to the measurements. A multimeter enables
a single measurement only without the possibility to save it
into a log file. A networked sensing system typically transfers
signals already converted into the SI units, and scaling and
representation can be automatically performed during the
measurement set-up, into communication description (DBC)
file in the case of CANopen. All values in a network can be
measured and optionally saved in a log file with a single tool
connection.
CANopen implementations in the field have been
strange. Standard control systems are mainly based on the
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